Stretch reflex modulation during a cyclic elbow movement.
Small torque pulses were delivered to the forearm in order to test the stretch reflex of the brachialis and triceps arm muscles in 11 normal subjects performing a cyclic movement about the elbow in the horizontal plane. The flexion-extension movement was paced by a metronome and performed under various loading conditions. Reflexes for each muscle were tested either in each 50 msec segment of the 2 sec cycle period, or in a smaller number of selected phases. A late reflex, appearing at a latency of about 60 msec (measured from the onset of the torque increment), was modulated extensively during the movement cycle. The amplitude of the late reflex increased markedly at the onset of a muscle contraction. In many of the subjects reflex responsiveness began to increase as early as 200 msec prior to the onset of voluntary muscle activity. Peak reflex responses were elicited by stimuli delivered 100-150 msec prior to the peak rate of increase of dynamic load (composed of inertial, viscous and elastic forces). The increase in responsiveness was followed by a drop which was generally coincident in time with the peak rate of increase of the load opposing muscle contraction. The modulation of the late reflex is appropriately timed for reflex-generated tension to help counteract dynamic loads, intrinsic to the movement.